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Locational Information and Survey Conditions
County: Macoupin

Quadrangle: Mount Olive (1980)

Project Type/Title: Phase II archaeological survey of the Hoosier Mine Site.
Responsible Federal/State Agencies: IDNR (Division of Abandoned Mined Lands)
Legal Location:
N1/2, NE1/4, NW1/4
Section 1
Township 7 North, Range 6 West (Mount Olive Township)
Macoupin County,
Illinois
UTM:

4329623m North
265521m East

Project Description: Archaeological and archival assessment of proposed reclamation project
for the Hoosier Mine Site, a late-nineteenth-to-middle-twentieth-century (1887-1940)
coal mine property slated for reclamation. The Hoosier Mine was a medium-sized
shipping mine, which was one of the longest running coal operations in Macoupin
County. The reclamation will involve the demolition of all badly deteriorated structures
and the backfilling and sealing (as needed) of any shafts. The intention of the survey was
to record those building foundations at the site that will be directly impacted by the
reclamation work and to document additional mine-related building and structural
remains that aid in understanding the mine complex but will not be impacted by the
reclamation.
The Hoosier Mine previously was determined not eligible for the National Register of
Historic Places by the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency. Although many abandoned
mines may not be eligible for the National Register due to demolition and landscaping
that occurred after the mine closed, IDNR and IHPA recognize that individual mines may
contain limited information on the material culture and the site structure of Illinois coal
mines—information which further elaborates or fills in gaps in the archival record.
Consequently, although traditional National Register evaluations are not required for
these mines, IDNR is conducting limited documentation on them with the understanding
that, in a cumulative way, this documentation will lead to a better understanding of the
material culture and site structure associated with the Illinois coal industry.
Topography: The mine site is located in an upland setting, approximately 1-1/2 miles northeast
of the center of Mount Olive, Illinois. The mine lies on the east side of the Norfolk and
Western Railroad, which is paralleled on west by the Mount Olive Road (old U. S. Route
66). Three railroad lines once passed through the mine site, but only the Norfolk and
Southern still maintains a track in the area. The site is approached via a road that runs
along one of the old railroad beds. Four man-made ponds are located on the north and
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east sides of the mine site. These ponds originally were created to provide a water source
for the mine, but they now are used for recreational purposes (camping, fishing etc.).
Several camping trailers are parked on the west bank of the two larger ponds. The site is
bordered on the east by agricultural fields and on the south by a fenced-in cow lot.
Soils: Oconee—Cowden—Piasa Association.
Drainage: Silver Creek, Kaskaskia River, Mississippi River.
Land Use/Ground Cover: Grass, weeds, and second-growth forest.
Survey Limitations: The greatest limitation to the survey was the demolished state of the
buildings themselves. All of the buildings have been cleared down to their foundations,
and portions of some building remains are now covered with overburden and detritus.
Archaeological and Historical Information
Historical Plats/Atlases/Source:
The coal industry played a prominent role in the development of Macoupin County
during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Coal first began to be mined on a
commercial scale in the county during the late 1860s, and the industry expanded significantly in
the following decade. By 1879, there were at least fifteen coal mines operating in the county.
These early operations varied considerably in terms of production, though all were much smaller
than the next generation of coal mines. At the low end were the slope mines of the sort found in
Chesterfield. Rather than excavating a deep vertical shaft, these mines approached a seam of
coal by digging a horizontal, or sloping, shaft into the face of a hillside, thus avoiding the cost
entailed in building and operating a hoist system. T. Beilby’s slope mine at Chesterfield, for
instance, employed only one man (presumably Beilby), involved an investment of only $100,
and had produced 6,000 bushels of coal over the previous year. Thomas Carr also had a slope
mine at Chesterfield. His operation employed two men and represented a $300 investment
(Brink et al 1879:37, 86)..
Shaft mines appear to have been divided into two general categories at this date: “gin
pits”, which were small-scale operation utilizing old-fashioned, horse-powered gin hoists; and
“shafts”, which were larger producers and generally steam-powered. The distinction drawn
between the gin-pit and shaft mine seems to have revolved around the scale of production rather
than the depth of the pit. A gin-pit at Staunton, for instance, had a 220’-deep shaft, employed
three men, and produced 13,000 bushels for the year (1878-1879), whereas the South Shaft Coal
Mine in Carlinville, with a comparably deep shaft (210’) and horse-powered hoist, employed
eight men and produced 32,000 bushels of coal during the same period. The latter mine was
operated by Bartles and Son and sold its coal exclusively to the home market, as opposed to
shipping it by rail (Brink et al 1879:37, 86).
Several of the largest coal mines operating in Macoupin County in 1879 were located in
the towns of Saunton and Mount Olive, which were positioned along the Toledo, Wabash, and
Western Railroad (or Wabash Railway) in the southeastern corner of the county (see Figure 2).
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The Staunton Coal Company, for instance, had two shaft mines that employed 100 to 140 miners
and produced one million bushels of coal in 1879. Some of the coal extracted from the mine
supplied the local trade, but much of it was loaded directly onto rail cars and shipped to distant
markets (see Figure 3). Henry Voge and William B. Parnhorst, two German immigrants, had
established the Staunton Coal Company in 1871. Voge became the sole owner after his partner’s
death in 1877 (Brink et al. 1879:37, 125, 132, opp.134).
Mount Olive was located approximately 5.5 miles northeast of Staunton (see Figure 4).
The town was platted out in 1865, around an existing hamlet known as “Neiman’s Settlement” in
reference to a store built at that location by John C. Nieman in 1859 (see Figure 5). Nieman, a
native of Prussia, had immigrated to the United States in 1839 and came to Macoupin County in
1841, in the employ of a Kentuckian named William Edwards. After working several years as a
farm hand, he was able to start farming on his own and eventually built a large, prosperous farm
(see Figure 6). Nieman’s store in Mount Olive provided the initial impetus for the growth of the
town, and he subsequently served as the community’s first postmaster and platted several
additions to it. In 1874, John Nieman opened a new avenue of development when he established
the Mount Olive Coal Company and sank the town’s first coal shaft. He opened a second shaft
in 1878. Both mines were located within the town limits, adjacent to the Wabash Railway (see
Figure 7). By 1879, the mines employed 120 to 150 miners and were producing one million
bushels of coal annually (Brink et al. 1879:126, opp.128, 129-130). The roles played by such
German immigrants as John Neiman, Henry Voge, and William Parnhorst in the development of
Macoupin County’s coal industry is noteworthy, especially since it is the British who typically
receive the most recognition (among immigrant groups) as pioneers in the Illinois coal industry.
The coal industry in the county expanded dramatically during the late nineteenth and very
early twentieth centuries, leading to further growth of established coal towns like Mount Olive
and Staunton and the eventual platting of new towns like Benld and White City close by. The
triangular district framed by Gillespie on the north, Mount Olive on the east, and Staunton on the
south was the scene of intensive coal mining during this period, and the local railroad network
was expanded in conjuncture with it (see Figures 8 and 9). By 1895 Macoupin County had
fourteen mines in operation and was ranked first in the state among coal-producing counties
(reference Table 1). These mines employed 1,389 miners, on average, over the course of the
year. Mount Olive alone had three mines within its environs in 1895 (one being the Hoosier
Mine), with a combined average employment of 499 (Department of Mines and Minerals
[DMM]1895:95). The Macoupin County continued to rank among the top five coal producers
well into the twentieth century.
Given the large number of workers involved in the coal industry at Mount Olive, it is not
surprising that the town became a center for labor unrest. Mining was a dangerous occupation to
begin with, and miners often were faced with the added hardships of poor working conditions,
long hours, low pay, and variable employment. Mount Olive’s coal miners went out on strike on
more than one occasion to express their grievances toward management. One strike, in 1884—
1885 lasted several months (DMM 1885:109). Another took place between May and July 1894
(Stanton 1991:11, 14). The United Mine Workers of America (UMWA) was founded in 1890,
but the union made little headway in attracting membership in Illinois until 1897, when it called
for a national strike. The strike began at Mount Olive, where an English miner named Alexander
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Bradley took a leading role in convincing the local miners to leave the coal pits. Later dubbed
the “General” by his followers, Bradley marched an “army” of Macoupin County miners south to
Madison County and St. Clair Counties and called on the miners there to adhere to the strike.
Succeeding here, he then marched on to southern Illinois coal fields. When the strike finally
ended, the majority of mine operators had agreed to an eight-hour day, six-day work week, and
increased rates for each ton of coal loaded. The UMWA was strengthened immeasurably by this
victory. At the beginning of the strike, only 400 miners in Illinois were members of the union,
but by the end of it 35,000 of the state’s 39,000 miners were members (Keiser 1977:79-81;
Howard 1972:412).
Table 1
Statistics on Coal Mining in Macoupin County
1910-1945

1895*

RANK
IN
STATE
1

TOTAL
TONNAGE
PRODUCED
1,575,045

NUMBER
?

1900

4

1,849,796

14

1905

4

2.530,840

1910

4

1915

YEAR

SHIPPING MINES
RANGE IN TONNAGE
?—370,837

LOCAL MINES
NUMBER
?

RANGE IN TONNAGE
?

6,369—277,797

5

533—1,722

17

11,069—340,736

10

112—5,611

4,029,606

17

1,500—693,029

5

100—4,913

3

4,987,281

11

40,345—901,581

3

80—6,091

1920

?

6,887,547

17

10,396—882,667

2

1,368—6,457

1925

?

6,213,109

10

11,888—1,225,254

2

2,000—10,183

1930

?

4,646,527

9

14,073—988,617

6

<1000—3,762

1935

3

3,686,810

10

9,138—106,317

9

120—3,956

1940

?

3,787,844

10

29,734—697,511

4

269—2,060

*The 1895 coal report does not separate out shipping mines from local mines.

Several coal companies in Illinois decided not to follow the agreement reached with
UMWA in 1897. One of the disaffected operators was the Chicago and Virden Coal Company,
which had a mine at Virden in northern Macoupin County. The company refused to recognize
the UMWA, and when its miners went on strike in protest, it chose to recruit African-American
miners from the South rather than deal with the union. When the first trainload of Black workers
arrived at Virden on October 12, 1898, however, it was met by a mob of angry White miners
lead by “General” Bradley and his Mount Olive men, who were determined not to let the Blacks
detrain. Shots were fired at the train, prompting the company guards to return fire. When the
shooting was over, seven miners and four guards lay dead and more than forty were wounded
(Keiser 1977:82; Howard 1972:412-413). Four Mount Olive miners were among those killed.
They were buried in the local cemetery, but were later moved when the miner's union established
its own burial ground in Mount Olive. In the years that followed, the Union Miners Cemetery
became the site of an annual gathering of miners and labor sympathizers commemorating those
who died at Virden on October 12, 1898. Mary Harris (“Mother”) Jones, a union-organizer and
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vocal advocate of workers' rights, was one of the most renowned speakers who came to the
October 12th events. When Mother Jones died in Washington D.C. in 1930, her body was
brought back to Mount Olive and buried at the Union Miners Cemetery, in accordance with her
wish to be buried with the “Virden Martyrs.” A monument was erected to Jones six years after
her death (Keiser 1977:85). 1
The Hoosier Mine was opened in February 1887 by the Mount Olive Coal Company2 and
shipped its first load of coal in November of that year (Stanton 1991:382; DMM 1930:55). The
company designation for the shaft when it first opened was “Mine No. 1.” In 1895, after its
acquisition by the Madison Coal Corporation, the mine’s designation was changed to “No. 5,”
and it was by this name that the mine was referred to (officially at least) for most of its history.
We do not know exactly when, or why, the colloquial name “Hoosier” was applied to the mine,
though this term doesn’t appear in the Annual Coal Report until post-1935. To be consistent
with the Division of Abandoned Mined Lands Reclamation, however, we have chosen to refer to
the facility as the Hoosier Mine throughout the following discussion of its history.
The Hoosier Mine was located approximately 1-1/2 miles northeast of the center of
Mount Olive and was strategically positioned astride three railroad lines. The Wabash Railroad
and the St. Louis and Peoria Railroad ran along the west side of the mine, while the Jacksonville
and Southwestern Railroad ran along the east side of it (see Figure 10). In terms of operations,
the mine had a 435’-deep shaft and exploited an 8’-thick coal seam, using the room-and-pillar
method.3 This mining technique involved the excavation of rooms extending off main entry
tunnels, leaving solid pillars of unexcavated material in between to support the ceiling. Coal was
excavated by hand during the first year of production, but the mine quickly shifted to machine
mining thereafter. Three Chouteau coal-cutting machines were introduced in 1888-1889, and by
the middle 1890’s the mining was done exclusively by machine. In 1895, fifteen coal-cutting
machines were in use at the Hoosier Mine, including the three Chouteau-brand machines and
twelve machines manufactured by Ingersoll-Sergeant. This shift to machine mining was
relatively early for Illinois, as is evidenced by the fact that the Hoosier Mine was one of only
thirty-two mines, out of a total of 537, in the state where machines were exclusively used in 1895
(DMM 1889:54-55; 1895:XXXIII). Hand mining persisted at mines much larger than Hoosier
well into the 1920s, though the trend toward mechanization at these mines may have been
artificially slowed to some extent by union influence.4 In other aspects of mechanization, the
Hoosier Mine was less of a trendsetter. Mules, for instance, continued to be used for haulage in
1

This is the only union-owned cemetery in the nation. It was placed on the National Register of Historic Places in
1972.

2

This company was not the same one founded by John C. Neiman in 1874. Nieman’s mines were purchased by the
Elsworth Coal Company, and later were acquired by the Consolidated Coal Corporation (Centennial Book
Committee 1965:11).

3

Most of the specifications on the Hoosier Mine are derived from the Illinois Department of Mines and Mineral’s
Annual Coal Report, which runs from July 1 of one year through June 30 of the year following.
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Hand mining at United States Fuel’s Company’s Bunsenville Mine in Vermilion County, for instance, was not
completely eliminated until 1931-1932. The Bunsenville Mine was one of the largest shipping mines in the state,
producing over one million tons of coal in peak years and has been documented in previous ASSR prepared by
Fever River Research for the Illinois Department of natural Resources (Stratton 2002:6).
5

the mine throughout its long history, despite the introduction of a number of electric motors in
the mine as early as 1909-1910. Also, mechanical coal loaders were never adopted. Specific
figures on aspects of production at the Hoosier Mine are provided in Table 2.
The evolution of the surface complex at the Hoosier Mine is well documented through
fire insurance maps of Mount Olive, published by the Sanborn Map Company in 1894, 1899,
1905, 1910, 1925.5 The March 1894 Sanborn Map illustrates the mine only seven years after it
opened, and is the best evidence we have documenting the early site structure there (see Figure
11). Overall, the surface complex was fairly compact. The northernmost building illustrated on
the map was a 1-½-story, brick locomotive house owned by the St. Louis and Peoria Railroad.
Though located directly adjacent to the Hoosier Mine, there is no evidence that the locomotive
house was associated with the coal operation, since the spur connecting it to the main line of the
railroad was separate from those servicing the coal mine. Three spur lines extended beneath the
three-story-tall tipple complex, which was of frame construction and was comprised of the tipple
proper (the hoist structure positioned over the main shaft) plus breaker and screen rooms. The
first floor of the tipple beneath the breaker and screen rooms was open sided to allow trains to
pull in and be loaded with coal. A one-story, brick hoist-engine house was located directly east
of the tipple. It housed a drum hoist powered by two steam-driven engines. A one-story, brick
boiler house, with seven boilers, was positioned east of hoist-engine house. The steam produced
by the boilers powered all of the engines at the mine (including those for the hoists and fan) and
also provided heat for the different buildings. There was no electricity at the mine at this date;
kerosene lanterns were used for lighting. An air compressor room, also of brick construction,
was attached to the north side of the boiler house. The compressors were needed to power the
pneumatic coal-cutting machines used in the mine. A frame blacksmith shop was located
immediately north of the compressor room, and an iron air tank separated the two buildings.
Lying south of the boiler house were an oil house, office, fan house, and an engine house, all of
which were one-story and frame. The office was quite small and had a scale pit in front of it for
weighing loads of coal sold to the local trade. The second engine presumably powered the cage
for an escape shaft, which was located between the fan and engine houses. A steel-sided, frame
hay shed was located at the southern end of the mine site. The hay stored in the shed probably
was used as fodder for the mules in the mine. Several water tanks and a cistern were located
around the site to provide water to the mine (the boilers in particular), the men and animals, and
as a fire-prevention measure (Sanborn Map Company 1894:5).
Later in 1894, the Madison Coal Corporation purchased the Hoosier Mine and
implemented a renovation of its works. On November 3, 1894, the Mount Olive Herald stated
that the Hoosier Mine was “one of the best shafts in the state for its size, and Simpson is bringing
it up very fast with the crew now in his employ.” Later that month, the Herald reported that
General Manager Moorsehead, of the Madison Coal Corporation, had visited the mine with a
representative from the Litchfield Car and Machine Company6 in order to set up an improved
5

An abandoned mine map of the Hoosier Mine also illustrates buildings, but it is far less detailed than the Sanborn
maps. This map is filed under the name “Madison Coal Corporation No. 5” in Record Group 245.004 at the
Illinois State Archives, Springfield.

6

This company was one the principal producers of mining machinery in the state of Illinois at the turn of the
twentieth century (Cartlidge 1933).
6

system of surface haulage with better switching access. In January 1895, the number of the
Hoosier Mine officially was changed from “No. 1” to “No. 5” (Stanton 1991:17, 19). The
corporation also had mines at Glen Carbon (Nos. 2 and 4) and Edwardsville (No. 3), in Madison
County. Production at the Hoosier Mine, once resumed, was high. On February 16, 1895, the
Herald reported that the “No. 5 mine billed more coal out of the city last week than had been
done in any one week for the year” (Stanton 1991:19). Much of the coal extracted from the mine
during this period was shipped by rail to St. Louis. In June 1895, the Madison Coal Corporation
secured a one-year contract to supply all of the coal to the public school buildings in St. Louis.
The school district was to be provided with screened coal from Mount Olive. In 1898, the
company won a contract to provide the coal for the St. Louis water works (Stanton 1991:42, 44).
That same year, a new fan, measuring 20’ in diameter, was installed at the Hoosier Mine to
provide better ventilation. Also, improved coal conveyors were put in and a large storage
reservoir was dug to supply water to the mine in 1898 (DMM 1898:179).
The 1899 Sanborn map illustrates some of the modifications the Madison Coal
Corporation made to the Hoosier Mine between 1894 and 1898 (see Figure 12). The locomotive
house illustrated on the 1894 map had been removed and a frame carpenter’s shop built at the
same location. The tipple/breaker complex also had been significantly modified during this
period, and a new fan house, with attached engine room, had been constructed to accommodate
the 20’-diameter fan installed in 1898. A new powder house had been erected at the north end of
the site, adjacent to the reservoir (which was labeled “pond” on the Sanborn map) (Sanborn Map
Company 1899:1). The Sanborn map also indicates the recent change in ownership of one of the
rail lines passing through the mine site: in 1899, the Illinois Central Railroad owned the line
formerly operated by St. Louis, Peoria, and Northern Railroad between Springfield and East St.
Louis (Bogart and Mathews 1920:131).
Further modifications were implemented to the Hoosier Mine’s surface complex between
1899 and 1905. The 1905 Sanborn map indicates that the tipple/breaker complex had
experienced significant modifications, if not outright reconstruction during this period (see
Figure 13). Similarly, the boiler house and the attached air compressor room had either been
rebuilt or expanded with additions on their east side, and the number of boilers had been reduced
from seven to four. Another change implemented to the site between 1899 and 1905 was the
construction of a frame addition onto the south side of the office building (Sanborn Map
Company 1905:1). By 1910, the several new buildings had been constructed at the site,
including a brick oil house, a new office building larger than the original (which was
demolished), and a steel-sided, frame hay barn (see Figure 14). The original hay shed was being
used for corn and oats by this date, and the east end of the compressor room had been converted
into a generator room (Sanborn Map Company 1910:7). A number of improvements were made
underground during this period as well. Electrical haulage was installed in the mine in 19091910, and that same year a portion of the hoisting shaft was re-timbered, and the entry shaft close
to Consolidated Coal Company’s adjacent mine was converted into an escapement shaft, thus
allowing three ways of egress to and from the mine (DMM 1910:349). Several historic
photographs of the Hoosier Mine—believed to have been taken during this period—have been
attached as Figures 15 and 16. Maps showing the mine site in 1911 and 1915 also have been
included as Figures 17 and 18. The last phase of the surface complex’s evolution took place
between 1910 and 1925, when a series of new buildings were constructed and several older
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structures were demolished (see Figure 19). New buildings constructed during this period
included a wash house, first-aid room, blacksmith/machine shop, store room, car-puller house,
storage shed, and powder house, most of which were of brick construction. The old blacksmith
shop, and frame oil house were torn done to make room for these buildings (Sanborn Map
Company 1925:8).
During the early years of the mine’s operation, the buildings were illuminated with
kerosene lanterns. By 1910, however, the mine was equipped with an electric generator and
lanterns were used only in the case of an emergency. The principal buildings were supplied with
steam heat, while secondary structures were heated with stoves. Water primarily was drawn
from the reservoir (or pond) on site, though by 1925 the facility also was supplied with public
water from Mount Olive (Sanborn Map Company 1894:5, 1899:1, 1905:1; 1910:7; 1925:8).
In terms of production, the Hoosier Mine was a medium-sized shipping mine. During the
1890s the mine placed as high as third among the shipping mines in Macoupin County, but for
most of its history, the facility fell within the middle range of shippers there (reference Tables 1
and 2). During its peak years, the mine produced around a quarter million tons of coal and
employed nearly 300 workers. As a comparison, Superior Coal Company Mine No. 3 at
Gillespie produced 882,667 tons of coal and employed 712 in 1920, when it was rated the
county’s top shipping mine. Another large producer in 1920 was the Standard Oil Company
Mine No. 1, which produced 533,555 tons and employed 556 workers (DMM 1920:182-183).7
In 1930, the Hoosier Mine ranked 75th among shipping mines in Illinois, with a total production
of 257,784 tons. Average daily production was 1,553 tons. The mine employed 284 men and
was in operation 166 days that year (DMM 1930).
Like many coal mines in Illinois, the Hoosier Mine faced an uncertain fate during the
early days of the Great Depression. In April 1931 a local committee from Mount Olive traveled
to Chicago to talk to the Madison County Coal Corporation about the future of its mines. The
corporation stated that it intended to close all of its mines, including Mine No. 5, but indicated
that it would be willing to sell the mines to a responsible party. Noting the advantages posed by
Mine No. 5 to prospective buyers, the Herald asserted that the mine “is one of the best hand
mines in the state with plenty of coal rights and a fine grade of coal” (Stanton 1991:180).
The Hoosier Mine ultimately was sold to the Mount Olive Coal Company, which was
running the facility by 1934. The Annual Coal Report suggests that this was the only mine
operated by the company during this period. The scale of production at the mine changed
considerably under the new owners. Total annual production dropped to around 100,000 tons,
on average, and the work force was cut nearly in half. Roughly a third of the coal extracted from
the mine was sold to the local market, which had been only a minor outlet for the Madison Coal
Corporation (reference Table 2). The Hoosier Mine closed at some point between July 1940 and
7

The Standard Oil Company was heavily involved in Macoupin County’s coal industry for a brief period between
1917 and 1925. The company purchased and expanded several existing mines in Carlinville and sank two new
shafts in the vicinity of Standard City, in response to coal shortages resulting from World War I. The powerhouse
at one of the latter facilities—the Schoper Mine (also referred to as Standard “B” or “No. 2”)—has been
documented in an IL-HABS document prepared by Fever River Research for the Illinois Department of Natural
Resources (Slocombe and Stratton 2001).
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June 1941 (DMM 1940:154; 1941:142). The mine reportedly suffered a fire (presumably
underground) in July 1940 and was never reopened (Centennial Book Committee 1965:11). A
Sanborn map indicates that the mine site had been cleared of buildings by 1947—possibly for
scrap during World War II (Sanborn Map Company 1947) (see Figure 20).
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Table 2
Statistics on the Hoosier Mine
1895-1940
YEAR
1895
1900
1905
1910
1915
1920
1925
1930
1935
1940

YEAR

RANK
3
14
7
8
8
10
6
7
7
9

TONS
MINED
235,677
231,134
172,764
189,996
252,425
242,108
181,050
257,784
100,009
104,342

MACHINES

TONS SHIPPED
?
?
141,294
166,670
0
149,230
0
0
26,631
24,041

MOTORS

1895
15
1900
?
1905
?
1910
?
1915
20
1920
16
1925
21
1930
7
1935
3
1940
4
*k.p.=kegs of black powder
p.p.p.=pounds of pellet powder

?
?
?
?
3
3
4
4
2
3

ANIMALS USED
UNDERGROUND

TONS SOLD
TO RR
?
?
0
-------226,647
58,064
162,030
227,762
23,952
26,025

TONS SUPPLIED
TO LOCOMOTIVES
?
?
21,387
---------3,326 (all other)
15,596
22,671
11,062
14,869
11,714
10,751

EXPLOSIVES USED*

?
1,439 k.p.
?
?
?
762 k.p.
?
1,051 k.p.
20
1,155 k.p.
17
1,115 k.p.
25
988 K.P.
17
3,513 k.p.; 1,200 p.d.
4
573 k.p.
5
7,300 p.p.p.
p.d.=pounds of dynamite

TONS SOLD
LOCALLY
?
?
1,818
-------------------67
1,595
1,381
2,464
30,706
35,229

TONS USED
AT MINE
?
?
8,265
--------
10,115
10,458
6,526
12,653
6,900
7,471

TONS MINED
BY HAND
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

TONS MINED
BY MACHINE
235,677
231,134
189,996
189,996
252,425
242,108
181,050
257,784
100,009
104,342

NUMBER OF
EMPLOYEES

DAYS OF
OPERATION

DEATHS/
INJURIES

NO. ACCIDENTS

191
224
231
270
288
246
295
284
165
133

176
225
171
?
168
170
130
166
203
219

0
?
1 killed
?
7 injured
10 injured
14 injured
?
?
?

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
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Previously Reported Sites: None
Previous Surveys: No previous archaeological surveys are known to have been done at the
mine site. However, personnel from IDNR’s Division of Abandoned Mined Lands
(AML) and Cultural Resource Management Program conducted a limited survey of the
site prior to the one described in this ASSR.
Regional Archaeologist Contacted: None
Investigation Techniques: A pedestrian survey was conducted over the area covered by the
mine’s surface building complex. The resources identified were documented through
photographs (35mm color film) and scaled line drawings. Documentary research on the
mine was conducted at the Mount Olive Public Library, Illinois State Archives, Illinois
State Historical Library, and the Illinois State Library.
Time Expended: 5 man-hours (in field)
Sites/Features Found: The survey identified multiple sets of building foundations associated
with the Hoosier Mine. Aside from the vault associated with mine office, there are no
extant buildings left at the site. Building remains have been assigned feature numbers.
See Figures 21 and 22 for a site plan.
Feature 1 consists of a set of poured-concrete building foundations measuring 37’-0”
(north/south) by 10’-6”. The foundations are raised and are divided into three unequal
bays (14’-2”, 12’-3”, and 8’ wide). The fact that the foundations do not extend around
the east side of the building suggests that the interior of the building was accessible at
grade on this side. It is possible that the building was used to store equipment, vehicles,
or even coal. The exact function remains uncertain, since the building does not appear on
any of the Sanborn maps available for the mine site; indeed, the feature may even postdate the mine. The southern bay of Feature 1 has been converted into an animal pen (see
Figures 23 and 24).
Feature 2 represents the remains of a car-puller house measuring 16’-0” (north/south) by
13’-6”. This building is first illustrated on the 1925 Sanborn map, indicating a
construction date between 1910 and 1925. It originally had frame walls with steel siding
(Sanborn Map Company 1925:8), but has been demolished down to its concrete
foundations. During its period of use, the car-puller house would have been equipped
with a stationary engine used to move coal cars on the surface. A series of threaded steel
tie-downs, encased on concrete, secured the engine in place (see Figures 23 and 25).
Feature 3 is the foundations of the oil house. This building was constructed between
1905 and 1910; it had brick walls (Sanborn Map Company 1905:1, 1910:7). Sanborn
maps depict the oil house as having a rectangular footprint, but the field investigation
found that the structure actually was T-shaped. Kerosene or fuel oil presumably was
stored in the building during the time the mine was in operation. At its greatest extent,
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the oil house measured 12’-1” (north/south) by 20’-2” (east/west). The walls were 8”thick brick, while the foundations and floor were concrete (see Figures 25 and 26).
Feature 4 represents the foundation remains of the first-aid room. This T-shaped building
was first illustrated on the 1925 Sanborn map, which suggests a construction date
between 1910 and 1925. A later addition to the mine site, the first-aid room illustrates
the growing trend toward improved safety conditions in the mining industry during the
early twentieth century. The 1925 Sanborn map indicates that the oil house had brick
walls, a concrete floor, and steel roof trusses (Sanborn Map Company 1925:8). The
foundations were poured concrete. At its greatest extent, the first-aid room measured
approximately 38’ (north/south) by 25’ (east/west).
Feature 5 is the remains of a combination compressor/generator house. As discussed
previously, this building was attached to the north side of the boiler house and was
enlarged or rebuilt at the same time as the latter, between 1899 and 1905. Sanborn maps
suggest that the building originally housed just air compressors, which were used to
power the coal-cutting machines used in the mine. By 1910, however, an electrical
generator was installed on the east end of the building. The generator possibly was
devoted to powering the two air compressors, which were located on the west end of the
building (Sanborn Map Company 1910:7). The Sanborn maps consistently illustrate the
compressor/generator house as having a rectangular footprint. Yet, the field investigation
found that the building actually is L-shaped, having an extension along its north side. It
is unclear whether this extension is original (and omitted from the Sanborn maps), or
whether it represents a post-1925 addition. The main section of the compressor/generator
house measures 22’ (north/south) by 50’ (east/west), while the north extension measures
20’ (north/south) by 25’ (east/west). The walls were of brick construction, and have been
torn down to below grade. Poured concrete was used for the interior floor and footings.
Two large concrete footings, on which generators likely were mounted originally, are
located on the east end of the building (see Figures 28 through 31).
Feature 6 is the remains of the hoist-engine house. The hoist-engine house was one of
the original structures at the mine site, though it may have experienced modifications
over the years. Sanborn maps indicate that it had brick walls and measured
approximately 40’ square (Sanborn Map Company 1894:5). Very little of this structure
remains evident above ground, other than the footings for the hoist engine and tipple
supports. The footings are of poured concrete and encase threaded steel bolts used for tie
downs. A large mound of overburden covers the center of the feature (see Figures 32 and
33).
Feature 7 is the foundations of a combination blacksmith/machine shop. This building
was built between 1910 and 1925 and replaced an earlier blacksmith shop, which was
torn down to make room for the first-aid room (Feature 4). The new shop was larger,
measuring 39’ (north/south) by 50’ (east/west), and was of brick construction rather than
frame. The west half of the building was used as the blacksmith shop, while the east half
served as the machine shop (Sanborn Map Company 1910:7, 1925:8). Concrete was used
for the foundations and interior floor. The building has been demolished down to its
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foundations. The only interior feature noted during the field survey was a concrete
mounting or footing in the machine shop, which presumably was intended for some type
of machinery. The field investigation also documented a series of concrete piers along
the east side of the building. These piers are believed to be associated with a rail
platform, which faced the spur line passing through this part of the mine site. This
platform is omitted from the Sanborn maps (see Figures 34 and 35).
Feature 8 is the foundation remains of a store room located directly south of the
blacksmith/machine shop. Sanborn maps indicate that this building was constructed
between 1910 and 1925, measured approximately 20’ (north/south) by 40’ (east/west),
and was of frame construction with steel siding (Sanborn Map Company 1910:7, 1925:8).
All that remains from the building are its concrete foundations, and even they have been
partially demolished (see Figure 35).
Feature 9 represents the remains of the mine office. This building consisted of an office
proper, a large vault,8 and an attached scale house. A scale pit/platform was located
along the west side of the office. Sanborn maps indicate that the office was constructed
between 1905 and 1910 and replaced an earlier office/scale complex located slightly
father north of it. The office was of frame construction, except for its vault, whose walls,
roof, and floor were poured concrete (Sanborn Map Company 1905:1, 1901:7). This
construction would have made the vault not only secure but fire proof, which was
important, considering that the mine payroll and important records likely were stored
within it. The exterior-facing walls of the vault were covered with horizontal siding, like
the remainder of the office, while the interior-facing walls appear to have had a brick
veneer. The main section of the office measured approximately 28’-square and had a
small (6’-square) scale house extending off its north side. Sales of coal to local
customers always represented a share of the Hoosier Mine’s business, and all non-rail
coal loads were weighed out and paid for at the office (see Figures 36 through 38).
Feature 10 is suspected to be the surface platform associated with the mine’s escape
shaft. This shaft is illustrated on all of the Sanborn maps available for the mine during its
period of operation (1894, 1899, 1905, 1910, and 1925), and was intended as a route of
escape in the event the main shaft was inaccessible. Most of the surface platform is
obscured by overburden, making it difficult to fully document the feature (see Figure 39).
Feature 11 is a large brick pier, which is believed to have served as one of the mounts for
the ventilation fan at the mine. This mount is the only portion of the fan house that is
visible above grade (see Figure 39).
Landscape Features: The most obvious landscape features associated with the mine are
the ponds bordering the north and eastern edges of the site. The larger two ponds were
used as reservoirs during the period that the mine was in operation. The beds of some of
the rail lines formerly servicing the mine also are evident. The narrow strip of land
separating the two large ponds, for instance, originally served as a causeway for the
8

The vault is incorrectly identified on the reclamation plans as a powder house.
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Litchfield and Madison Railroad. Also, the roads currently accessing the site follow old
railroad beds.
Cultural Material: None collected
Collection Technique: The field investigation was aimed at the documentation of building
remains, rather than the collection of artifacts.
Curated at:

Fever River Research, Springfield (short-term)
Illinois State Museum, Springfield (long-term)

Area Surveyed (acres and square meters): 5.5 acres; 21,600 sq. meters

RESULTS OF INVESTIGATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Phase I archaeological reconnaissance has located no archaeological material [in this portion of
the site]; project clearance is recommended.
Phase I archaeological reconnaissance has located archaeological materials; site(s) does(do) not
meet requirements for National Register eligibility; project clearance is recommended.
Phase I archaeological reconnaissance has located archaeological materials; site(s) may meet
requirements for National Register eligibility; further testing is recommended.
Phase II archaeological investigation has indicated that site(s) does(do) not meet requirements
for National Register eligibility; project clearance is recommended.
Phase II archaeological investigation has indicated that site(s) meet requirements for National
Register eligibility; formal report is pending and a determination of eligibility is
recommended.
Comments: The field survey and archival research conducted on the Hoosier Mine Site resulted
in the documentation of a medium-sized shipping mine that was one of the longestrunning coal operations in Macoupin County. The mine was relatively early in date
(especially when compared to other mine sites previously documented for IDNR), and its
evolution is well documented through Sanborn fire insurance maps. As such, the Hoosier
Mine presents a useful case study for comparative purposes, and to illustrate the
structural modifications occurring at one mine site in response to technological advances,
market demands, and health-and-safety concerns (i.e. the addition of a first-aid room,
wash house, etc.) in the Illinois coal industry during the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. On a cautionary note, the research also reinforces the importance of
conducting field work in conjuncture with archival research on significant mine sites. As
useful and illustrative as the Sanborn maps for the Hoosier Mine are, they still
misrepresent (or omit portions of) several of the buildings at the site (i.e. oil house,
compressor/generator room, and blacksmith/machine shop).
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Surveyors: C. Stratton
Survey Date: April 17, 2002
Report Completed By: C. Stratton and F. Mansberger
Fever River Research
P. O. Box 5234
Springfield, IL 62705
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HOOSIER MINE SITE

Figure 1. United States Geological Survey (USGS) topographic map showing the location
of the Hoosier Mine (USGS, Mount Olive Quadrangle 1980).
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Figure 2. Detail of an 1875 map of Macoupin County, showing the southeastern corner of
the county and the location of Mount Olive. Note Mount Olive’s position on the St. Louis
Division of the Toledo, Wabash, and Western Railroad. The town of Litchfield, which was
located north of Mount Olive in neighboring Montgomery County, eventually became well
known as a manufacturing center for mining equipment.
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Figure 3. An 1875 lithograph of the two coal mines operated by the Staunton Coal Company in Staunton, Illinois. The surface
complexes of the two mines were very similar, having a timber tipple (positioned over the shaft) with an attached
breaker/screener room and/or a covered loading bay positioned over the railroad tracks and a one-story, front-gabled,
boiler/hoist-engine house. The mine office, with Italianate detailing, is illustrated in the inset. The left view shows coal being
dumped directly into rail cars for shipment, as well as into a separate bin positioned to the right of the tipple. It is possible
that the coal in the bin was reserved for fuel at mine (for fueling the boiler) and/or for local sale (Warner and Beers 1875:132).
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HOOSIER MINE SITE

Figure 4. Detail of an 1875 plat of Mount Olive Township, showing the area around the
village of Mount Olive and future site of the Hoosier Mine (Warner and Beers 1875:41).
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Figure 5. Portrait of John C. Nieman, who established Mount Olive’s first coal mines.
Aside from his involvement in the coal business, Nieman was a successful farmer and
merchant. He also was regarded as the “father” of Mount Olive’s German colony (Brink et
al. 1879:129-130).
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Figure 6. Lithograph of John C. Nieman's farmstead, located outside of Mount Olive (Brink et al. 1879:128).
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Figure 7. An 1879 lithograph illustrating the two mines of the Mount Olive Coal Company. The “old” shaft was sunk in 1874,
while the “new” shaft was sunk in 1878. Though separated by only four years, the tipple complexes of the two mines differ
considerably (Brink et al. 1879:128).
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Figure 8. A 1911 plat map showing the coal district of southeastern Macoupin County.
The principal mines are indicated. The Hoosier Mine (labeled ‘Mine No. 5”) has been
circled in red (Hixson 1911).
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Hoosier Mine

Mount Olive

Figure 9. Map illustrating the extent of underground coal mining in the vicinity of Mount
Olive. Shaded areas indicate mined-out areas. The locations of Mount Olive and the
Hoosier Mine have been noted (Illinois State Geological Survey 2000).
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Figure 10. An 1893 plat of Mount Olive Township, showing the location of the Hoosier
Mine. At this date, the mine was operated by the Mount Olive Coal Company. The town
of Mount Olive had expanded well beyond the limits shown on the 1875 map (American
Atlas Company 1894:42).
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Figure 11. An 1894 Sanborn map illustrating the early surface complex at the Hoosier
Mine (Sanborn Map Company 1894:5).
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Figure 12. An 1899 Sanborn map of the Hoosier Mine, which was then referred to as
Madison Coal Corporation No. 5. Note the new fan house and carpenter’s shop added
since 1894 (Sanborn Map Company 1899:1).
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Figure 13. A 1905 Sanborn map of the Hoosier Mine. Both the tipple/breaker complex and
the boiler house had experienced considerable modifications since 1899 (Sanborn Map
Company 1905:1).
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Figure 14. A 1910 Sanborn map of the Hoosier Mine. Changes made to the surface
complex since 1905 included in the construction of a new office building, oil house, and hay
barn. Also note the large wood pile, possibly used for cribbing and timbering within the
mine (Sanborn Map Company 1910:7).
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Figure 15. Two historic photographs of the Hoosier Mine. Based on the character of the
tipple/breaker complex and the change in the number of smoke stacks present in the boiler
house, the top photograph is believed to be earlier and to have been taken ca. 1905. The
bottom photograph shows the mine as it appeared ca. 1910. Both photographs have been
scanned from a relatively poor quality images published within a recent history of Mount
Olive (Santon 1993). The original photographs were not available for scanning.
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Figure 16. Undated photograph of the rescue team at the Hoosier Mine (Centennial Book
Committee 1965:11). It is possible that the building located behind the rescue team is the
carpenter’s shop (based on the character of the building and the presence of a narrowgauge spur line in front of it).
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Figure 17. A 1911 plat of Mount Olive Township, showing the location of the Hoosier
Mine. The mine site, which is labeled here as "Mine No. 5," has been circled in red (Hixson
1911).
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Figure 18. A 1915 United States Geological Survey topographic map illustrating the Mount
Olive vicinity and the location of the Hoosier Mine (USGS, Mount Olive Quadrangle,
1915).
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Figure 19. A 1925 Sanborn map of the Hoosier Mine. New buildings shown here that had
been constructed post-1910 include a wash house, blacksmith and machine shop, store
room, first aid room, and car-puller house (Sanborn Map Company 1925:8).
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Figure 20. A 1947 revision of the Sanborn map originally published in 1925. The map
indicates that all of the buildings at the Hoosier Mine had been removed except for the
vault that formerly was part of the mine office (Sanborn Map Company 1947:8).
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Figure 21. Site plan of the Hoosier Mine at the peak of its development, based on the 1925
Sanborn map. Buildings and principal landscape features are labeled (FRR 2002).
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Figure 22. Site plan of the Hoosier Mine, showing the features identified during the field
survey. Dashed lines indicate building footprints as they were illustrated on the 1925
Sanborn map (and shown on the preceding figure). Structural remains and landscape
features observed in the field are indicated with solid lines. In some instances (the oil
house, for example), the building footprints illustrated on the Sanborn map do not match
up exactly to what was found in the field (FRR 2002).
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Figure 23. (TOP) Photograph of Feature 1, an unidentified set of building foundations,
looking southwest. (BOTTOM) Photograph of Feature 2, the car-puller house, looking
northeast. The foundation remains are largely obscured by weeds. The concrete-block
building in the background is built within the south bay of Feature 1 and is not associated
with the mine (FRR April 2002).
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Figure 24. Plan view of Feature 1, a set of building foundations not illustrated on any of
the Sanborn maps. Based on their character and configuration, the foundations are
suspected to be associated with a frame building used for storage (possibly machines,
vehicles, or bulk materials/products) (FRR 2002).
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Figure 25. Plan views of Features 2 and 3, the remains of the car-puller house (above) and
the oil house (below) (FRR 2002).
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Figure 26. (TOP) View of the concrete pad associated with the oil house (Feature 3),
looking northeast. The ponds in the background served as reservoirs for the mine.
(BOTTOM) Detail of a corner of the oil house. The walls of the building (which have all
been removed) were built with brick, while the foundations and interior floor were poured
concrete (FRR April 2002).
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Figure 27. Plan view of Feature 4, the first-aid room. Constructed between 1910 and 1925,
this building illustrates the growing trend toward improved health-and-safety conditions in
coal mining during the early twentieth century (FRR 2002).
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Figure 28. (TOP) View of the foundation remains of the first-aid room (Feature 4), looking
northeast. (BOTTOM) View of the foundations associated with the compressor/generator
house, looking northeast (FRR April 2002).
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Figure 29. (TOP) The walls of the compressor/generator house were constructed of brick,
the lower course of which still remains below grade. (BOTTOM) View of the floor in the
compressor room, showing the concrete foundations (FRR April 2002)
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Figure 30. Plan view of Feature 5, the foundation remains of the compressor/generator
room. The northern extension of the generator room is not illustrated on any of the
Sanborn maps and potentially represents an addition to the building (FRR 2002).
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Figure 31. Photograph of one the footings (or mountings) in the compressor/generator
room. The footing is of poured concrete and originally encased threaded steel bolts,
presumably for securing a generator (FRR April 2002).
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Figure 32. Photographs of the hoist engine house remains (Feature 6). The upper
photograph looks to the southwest, while the lower view looks northeast (FRR April 2002).
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Figure 33. (LEFT) Photograph of one of the footings on the west side of the hoist-engine house. This footing supported a
diagonal support extending off the tipple and was poured around the exterior wall of the hoist-engine house (FRR April 2002).
(RIGHT) Plan view of the hoist-engine house remains (FRR 2002).
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Figure 34. Plan view of blacksmith/machine shop (Feature 7) and the store room (Feature
8).
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Figure 35. Photograph of the blacksmith/machine shop foundations, looking southwest.
The store room foundations appear in the background (FRR April 2002).
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Figure 36. Photographs of the vault associated with the mine office (Feature 9). This is the
only building still extant at the site. It is incorrectly identified as a powder house on the
reclamation plans (FRR April 2002).
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Figure 37. (TOP) Detail of north wall of the vault, illustrating the manner in which the
concrete was poured around wood studs and a sill. The exterior walls originally were
covered with siding. (BOTTOM) View of the scale house foundations along the north side
of the office (FRR April 2002).
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Figure 38. Plan view of the mine office (Feature 9) (FRR 2002).
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Figure 39. (TOP) Plan view of the surface platform for the escape shaft (Feature 10).
(BOTTOM). Photograph of the brick pier used as a mount for the ventilation fan (FRR
April 2002).
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Figure 40. View of the largest two ponds at the mine site, looking southeast. These ponds
served as reservoirs for the mine during the period it was in operation. The narrow strip of
land separating the two bodies of water is a causeway formerly used by the Litchfield and
Madison Railroad (FRR April 2002).
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